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Labor Market Information (LMI) Session Objectives
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• Learn 
• Why are LMI data important?
• Which LMI data are available?
• Which LMI data are important?
• Where do we find LMI data? 

• Discover who benefits from LMI data connected to 
education programming?

• Prepare LMI Analysis for your School Board



Labor Market Information (LMI) Data



Why are LMI Data Important?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many of you have seen this slide before?Current information indicates we have:A skills gap between what employers need and what candidates haveEmployers who cannot fill critical jobsStudents with degrees but cannot find jobs in their fields of studyHigh student debt that is difficult to pay offEducational programming based on student or teacher interest, rather than job knowledge and skill demandHowever, is we ensure as best as we can that educational programming is aligned with in-demand high-wage jobs, then by design our Students will find jobsStudents will minimize the costs associated with skill and knowledge developmentEmployers will find highly skilled and knowledgeable job candidatesAll of these outcomes support stronger Texas local and state economies, and avoid the student burdens of unnecessary high college debt and lack of employmentIn my segment I’m going to walk you through how we confirmed your proposed program plans are aligned with regional job demand



Discussion: What’s The Benefit of Aligning Educational 
Programming to In-demand Jobs?
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Students Districts Teachers

Industry Regional 
Economy

State 
Economy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take 5 minutes to discuss at your table the benefits to each of these groups.At the end of 5 minutes we will report out what you discussed.Why this is good for studentsWhy this is good for districtsLocal needs assessmentLocal in-demand, high-wage occupations should feed into assessmentWhy this is good for CTE teachers



Available LMI Data
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Occupation Title and Code

Salary

Education 
Requirement

# of Jobs

2016 Jobs 2026 Jobs # Growth % Growth Annual 
Openings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is an abundance of LMI data available for us to review. But the data points on the screen are the most important for this level of analysis.When looking at LMI data for CTE programming, we primarily consider:Occupation title and unique occupation codeTexas median salaryTexas counts of jobs in 2016 (base year) and 2026 (projection year)The percentage of growth from the base to the projection yearThe number of annual openings



LMI Data: Occupation Title and Code

SOC Codes
• Hierarchical structure
• Occupation grouping
• Don’t need to memorize 

them!
Nuances 
• Supervisors and other related 

careers do not fall under the 
same structure

• You will need to experiment 
with searches to find the best 
groupings

Example
• Law Enforcement
• “Police” brings in supervisors



LMI Data: Occupation Title and Code

SOC Codes
• Hierarchical structure
• Occupation grouping
• Don’t need to memorize 

them!

Nuances 
• Other related careers do 

not fall under the same 
structure

• Example: Nurses
• Searching for “Nur” brings 

in all nursing occupations



Where do we Find LMI Data?
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Texas Statewide 
Data

Texas Regional 
Data 

Federal Data

Texas Workforce 
Commission

Texas Workforce 
Commission O-Net

• Statewide LMI 
data

• Regional LMI 
data

• Targeted 
Occupations

• Local networking 
with employers

• Occupation look-
up

• Occupational 
information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many sources of LMI information. In Texas we use the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) Texas Wages site to look-up information.The Bureau of labor and Statistics (BLS) provides a very nice portal to look-up occupation data – called O-Net.

https://www.onetonline.org/
https://texaswages.com/
https://twc.texas.gov/partners/workforce-development-boards-websites


Local Workforce Development Boards (LWDBs)
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A few notes about LWDBs
• Each provides a list of “targeted” 

and “in-demand” occupations on 
their website

• Each develops their lists using 
different variables

• “Targeted” occupations come on 
and off of lists

• Each “Targeted” occupation 
must have a region training 
provider

• Growth and demand can 
change



LMI Data Projection Caveats and Local Wisdom
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• Lagging data
• 10-year projection data do 

not reflect recent job 
announcements 

• Some job count masking by 
TWC due to contracts

• Imperfect information
• Projections
• Structure causes some data 

mis-placement from a 
logical standpoint

Amazon: 800 more jobs coming to Austin

Texas Instruments to Open $3.1B 
Manufacturing Facility in Metro 
Dallas, Create 500 Jobs

Midland and Odessa continue to 
dominate the Texas – and the national –
economy, fueled by the region’s oil and 
gas activity.

Houston unemployment rate 
lowest in more than a decade, 
economy adds 9,700 jobs



What Occupations are we Looking For?
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Make it Hot

Make it Critical

Make it Ubiquitous

Taken From “When Passion Meets Preparation,” R.C Froeschle Consulting 

CTE Programs of 
Study

WDA Targeted 
Careers

High-Growth
Enough Jobs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My colleague Rich Froeschle says in his presentations that if you are wondering which occupations to target, look for three qualities:Make it hot, Make it criticalMake it ubiquitous 



What Occupations are we Looking For?
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Hot

UbiquitousCritical

24

Photo Courtesy of El Paso ISD

Photo Courtesy of U.S. Department of Defense

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC 
BY-SA-NC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make it hot, where there is sufficient growth and annual openingsMake it critical to an essential industry; orMake it ubiquitous (these jobs are found broadly across the state)Examples include IT, Health Care and Education – these jobs are in demand and pay high-wages across the state.There are a few different ways to look at occupational ubiquity: geographically and across industriesGeographically: occupations are found broadly across the stateIn most countiesTeachersNurses IT staffAcross Industries: occupations are found in many industriesNurses (refineries, schools, doctor’s offices and hospitals)IT staffHR StaffGrowth in and of itself is insufficient. You can have 5 jobs and grow at 200% - how many jobs over 10 years will you have? 15. If we are developing educational programs, we want there to be enough jobs for graduates to find work.

http://rulenumberoneblog.com/2014/02/13/cogitive-psychologys-simple-recipe-for-being-a-good-teacher/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we are going to pause to conduct an internet scavenger hunt for your region!I will walk you through the slide templates and what we are looking for.You have the scavenger hunt template in dropbox.We also have an exemplar of a completed slide deck at your tables to reference during your hunt.We will be walking around to help answer questions during your hunt.Each table will develop at least one scavenger hunt deck.We will select 2-3 groups to present out their slides up here at the podium to the room at the end.At the end of the exercise you will have an example of the kind of information you would consider bringing to a local school board for local program proposals and funding determinations.

http://mrippolito.blogspot.com/2016/08/binder-reminder-scavenger-hunt-8152016.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


LMI Data Scavenger Hunt
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Pick an Occupation

Look-up SOC Code and Title

Look-up Educational Requirements

Look-up Salary, Growth, Annual Openings

Find Current Information – Local Wisdom

Compare to State and Region

Make a Case for a Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the steps in no specific order. You may want to assign different people to hunt down these elements and report to your team on what you found.



Where do we Find LMI Data?
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Texas LWDBs Nation

Texas Workforce 
Commission

Texas Workforce 
Commission O-Net

https://texaswages.
com/

https://twc.texas.go
v/partners/workforc

e-development-
boards-websites

https://www.oneto
nline.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In your scavenger hunt deck is a hidden slide with links to the three data sources you need to complete your mission.

https://texaswages.com/
https://twc.texas.gov/partners/workforce-development-boards-websites
https://www.onetonline.org/
https://www.onetonline.org/
https://texaswages.com/
https://twc.texas.gov/partners/workforce-development-boards-websites


LMI Data Scavenger Hunt: [Field of Study Here]
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We Propose Offering a Program 
in [Field of Study Here]

Occupation 
1

Occupation 
2

Occupation 
3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide you want to list the program or program of study you are offering:An example might be “Nursing”Occupations might be:Registered NursesLicensed Vocational NursesNurse Anesthetists



LMI Data Scavenger Hunt: [Occupation 1]
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Level Median
Salary

2026 
Jobs

Growth 
%

Annual 
Openings CER

State $ %

Region $ %

Title
SOC $ %

Aligned to 
LMI Data?

Yes/No

Targeted 
Occupation?

Yes/No

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide you want to list the first occupation and the data you found



LMI Data Scavenger Hunt: [Occupation 2]
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Level Median
Salary

2026 
Jobs

Growth 
%

Annual 
Openings CER

State $ %

Region $ %

Title
SOC $ %

Aligned to 
LMI Data?

Yes/No

Targeted 
Occupation?

Yes/No

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same process here for the second occupation



LMI Data Scavenger Hunt: [Occupation 3]
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Level Median
Salary

2026 
Jobs

Growth 
%

Annual 
Openings CER

State $ %

Region $ %

Title
SOC $ %

Aligned to 
LMI Data?

Yes/No

Targeted 
Occupation?

Yes/No

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the same process here for the third occupation



LMI Data Scavenger Hunt: [Field of Study Here]
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Employer 
1

Employer 
2

Employer 
3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide list three employers in the region that you are already partnering and collaborating with, or potential employers. Include their logos or industry images.



LMI Data Scavenger Hunt: [Field of Study Here]
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Regional and State News

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide list three examples of news reports or information about employers bringing jobs to your region, industry growth, or other information supporting your decisions.



Scavenger Hunt Exercise



Scavenger Hunt Report-Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here 2-3 groups will present the slides they developed during the scavenger hunt.



Recap: Evaluating Occupations
 Are one or more of the occupations we are aligning to:
 In-demand?
 High-wage? 
 Good annual openings?

 Are they:
 Hot?
 Critical?
 Ubiquitous?

 Are there sufficient regional jobs for:
 Finding teachers and industry partners?
 Work-based learning opportunities?
 Graduates to find work?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Re-capping what’s important to consider when selecting occupations, think about these variables and how they relate to your education program



LMI Resources
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Resource For More Information

TWC Texas Wages https://texaswages.com/

TWC list of Local Workforce 
Development Boards

https://twc.texas.gov/partners/workforce-development-boards-
websites

Perkins IV and V https://www.careertech.org/perkins

Emsi https://www.economicmodeling.com/

Standard Occupational Classification https://www.bls.gov/soc/

Onet https://www.onetonline.org/

Classification of Instructional Programs https://nces.ed.gov/pubs2002/cip2000/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of LMI resources that are related to our presentation today

https://texaswages.com/
https://twc.texas.gov/partners/workforce-development-boards-websites
https://www.careertech.org/perkins
https://www.economicmodeling.com/
https://www.bls.gov/soc/
https://www.onetonline.org/
https://nces.ed.gov/pubs2002/cip2000/


For More Information
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echs@tea.texas.gov
ptech@tea.texas.gov
tstem@tea.texas.gov
ccrsm@tea.texas.gov

Christine Bailie, M.P.Aff.
Assistant Director, Postsecondary Preparation Programs
Division for College, Career and Military Preparation
Christine.Bailie@TEA.Texas.gov
512-463-9326

mailto:echs@tea.texas.gov
mailto:ECHSptech@tea.texas.gov
mailto:tstem@tea.texas.gov?subject=T-STEM%20Information%20Request
mailto:ccrsm@tea.texas.gov
mailto:Christine.Bailie@TEA.Texas.gov


Programs of Study Project Phases

Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV

Public Comment Refine/Publish
Methodology
Initial Analysis

Vetting and
Revision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are interested in programs of study, CTE Director Ryan Merritt is going to present information on that project
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A Look at New Statewide CTE 
Programs of Study

June 18th 3:15pm – 4:30pm 
Collinwood I
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